
STUDY 
FELABRATION WITH 7UP 
SOCIAL PR CAMPAIGN 

CASE 



BRIEF 

Tell the story of the 7up brand in Nigeria, amplify 7up’s 
participation and sponsorship of Felabration and share  

stories from the event that will promote the essence of  

the brand, to the target audience online. 

 



 
STRATEGY 

 
To tell the story of Felabration 2015 using events and  
happenings from today and the past, that connect Nigeria,  

Fela Kuti, Afrobeat and the 7up brand. 

	  



INNOVATION AND CREATIVITY 

#Felabrationwith7UP 
This was used to explain the overall theme behind the 
communication strategy that was used all through the campaign. 

Using the celebration of Fela Kuti and Afrobeat music to promote 
the 7up brand. 

 



 
Implementations and Design, Production, Logistics, 

and Support Teams 
 

•  To emphasize 7UP’s role in celebrating Nigerian independence and the brand’s relationship with Fela and 
Afrobeat, we developed artwork and shared rare photos that provided lessons in history – fun facts about 
Fela (his bio) that tie in to significant moments in the history of the 7UP brand, plus fun photos from past 
events. 

•  We also built stories around the fans, guests, stars and performances at Felabration 2015 using Videos and 
images deployed across Vine, Facebook, IG, Twitter and Youtube. These included coverage and special interviews 
of stars at the event by a 7UP VJ. 

•  We did a day-by-day update of photos and videos from the event series. All creative materials were treated 
with the green ‘7UP filter’ to impart ‘Nigerianness’ and alignment with the brand colours. 

•  We also deployed content on Fela, his contribution to the fight for human rights in Africa (videos, photos, 
memes, GIFs, etc). 

•  Also, to further increase the online impressions we had our online audiences post their best Fela impressions 
on social – dancing and miming some of Fela’s popular songs, and answering questions about the legend and the 
7UP brand to win cool Felabration T-shirts, and VVIP invites to the event. 

 



LOGISTICS AND SUPPORT TEAM FACTS 

•  2 Agency staff was on ground everyday of the week-long event 
to gather content for social and develop post-event stories. 

•  Social media influencers also helped to amplify and drive 
conversation about the #Felabrationwith7UP activities. 



Post-Event 

•  Photos, videos and stories from the event were used to 
generate inspiring and fun content that were shared on major 
blogs, and other digital platforms. 

 



RESULTS 

•  70,442,584 social media impressions in 4 days 
•  3,502,630 people were reached in 4 days 

•  Over 193 online media mentions: Including Bellanaija.ng, Net.ng 
Pulse.ng (all of the top 10 news sites in Nigeria) in the first 2 
weeks of the campaign. 



BUDGET AND COST EFFECTIVENESS 

•  Budget confidential 


